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and Functions
Quadratic Equations

3.
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^lv

I
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Teaching Tip
Match each function with its graph.

:

37.Y:x2+4x+lB

38.v

A.

8.,-,

Exercise

-x2

-

4x+ 1

C 39.y :

_-t*,

-2x +i

C.

42 Students can

assume

that the fence is straight and
that the plane of the fence is
perpendicular to the plane of
the parabola.

Error Prevention
Exercises 48-53 Be sure students
understand that each function is

to have the form y

:

ax2

+

c.

Error Prevention
55 Be sure students do
not think that all four sides of the
Exercise

Iswers may vary,

40. Open-Ended Write the equation of a parabola symmetric about

rmple:

=x2+2Ox+96

€l

x

:

*10.

of pictures. you have a
9-ft strip of wood for the frame. What dimensions of the frame give you the
maximum area for the collage? What is the maximum area?^

+f. Woodworking Suppose you want to frame

a collage

playground are bounded by
fencing. Stress the importance of
reading the problem carefully.

(* qz.physics Suppose you throw a ,3'''?:l?t'6-?,trll.?:%ur2,?,$'.,.u,,n, rhe rence.
the ball reaches its highest point directly above the fence and lands 10 ft from
the fence. Using the fence as the axis of symmetry, write a quadratic function
that models the ball's height. y = -Lx2 + 10

€l

aS. Packaging The bottom of a box is to be a rectangle with a perimeter of 36 cm.
The box must be 4 cm high'what dimensi;;rsnt'il"jn;

r"11#,tt

"gbt";

For each function, the vertex of the function's graph is given. Find c.

44.Y:
tsdC$*ce-!!es!r-o.-n
46.

5

Picture framers
the dimensions of
that best suit works

Y

:

-

6x

Find the quadratic functiony
4s. (0,2), (3,

s)

sl. (-3.8e).(2,3e)
54.

: -3x2 + 6x -t c;(t,0) -g
47.Y:c-x2-2x;(-1,3) 2

+ c;(3,-4) 5
x2 + IO, + c;(-5,-27) -2
x2

45.

y

= ax2 + c wifh a graph that n?#iagrd33p,rli".t;i".
4s.

(0, -3),(r,

s2.

(*2, -10),

-7)
(4,

-40)

-i)

so.

(2,]),(0,

s3.

(-1, t4),(4,104)

A rock club's profit from booking local bands depends on the ticket price.
Using past receipts, the owners flnd that the profltp can be modeled by the
functionp : -15t2 + 600/ + 50, where / represents the ticket price in dollars.
a. What price yields the maximum profit? 920
b. What is the maximum profit? $6050
c. Open-Ended What price would you pay to see your favorite local band?
How much profit would the club owner make using that ticket price?

€r

55. landscape Design A
town is planning a childcare facility. It wants to
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Lesson

8.

5-2

Properties of Parabolas

9.

245

50.y=t*'-L
51.Y=10x2-1
52. y = -|x2
53.y-Gx2+8

D

245

Real-World

6t

Connection

The archaeological remains

E

rest* ouiz 5-2
l.Graony:-2x2-4x+2,

of the Harappan city
Mohenjo Daro show the
thick walls that were built to
keep out the hot sun.

[-abe] the vertex and axis

of symmetry.

qry 56. History Around 2500 e.c. in the Indus Valley of South Asia, the Harappar
people built one of the flrst cities. The Harappans built rectangular houses
had open central courtyards surrounded by solid brick walls'
a. Suppose you build a model of a Harappan house. For the outer walis lot
plan to use 2400 bricks. The walls of the model are 10 bricks high and 1 t
thick. Draw several possible floor plans. Gheck students' work.
b. Find the dimensions of the floor plan that give the model of maximum a

2. What

is

60 bricks bY 60 brit

the minimum
Each point

value of the function

y:3x2+2x-s?-?
3.

Tl're

equation h

:

4Ot

-

parabola. Indicate whether the graph opens up or

rct2

describes the height h, in

feet, of a ball that is thrown
straight up as a function of
the time t, in seconds, that
the ball has been in the air.
At what time does the ball
reach its maximum height?
What is the maximum

€r

_ffi.*****^*
ft--,->]
k_-10

height? 1.25 s; 25 ft

Atternative Assessment

(-1,6)

s7. (-3,10)

ss.

61. (3,4)

62. (5,

-4)

se. (2,

*t)

63. (8,

-1s)

66.

@

ch"lt"ns"

graph ofy : o*z * bx -l c gets wider as a increas
a. Error Analysis Use examples to show that the student is wrong.
b. Writing Summarize the relationship between la I and the width of the
of y : o*z + bx I' c. a-b.See margin.

A student

says that the

For each function, the vertex of the function's graph is given. Find a and b.

+b, +5;(-1,4) 1,i
ax2 + bx;(-3,2) -3,-i

67.y:ax2 +bx-27;(2,-3) -6,24 68.y:
69.y : axT + bx + 8;(2,*4) g, -12 70. y :

the maximum or minimum.

lepeat until all students have
rswered the same number of

o*2

The formula for the area enclosed by a parabola and the r-axis from r-interce
xlto x2it 4 = lh1x2 - r1), where ft is the height. Find the enclosed area for
each parabola.

limes.

73.

7t

2#247

1Ofr square units

Exercises

V.v= x2+1;up
P&Y= 5x2 + 1; up
F9.y= -L*' * 1; down

.y= -Lr' * 1; down
5l.Y= {x2 + 1; up

-7)
(-6,
64.
-2)

g

Dnerhead transparency. Call on
Fhrdents one at a time to name
Jhe axis of symmetry, the vertex,

Fnges

60. (4,

65. Construction A construction worker places his toolbox on a board that res
two cement posts 10 ft apart. The toolbox is halfway between the posts. Un
the weight of the toolbox, the board sags by one quarter inch. Model the sl
of the board in three different ways by writing a function whose graph sati
each condition below. a-c. See margin.
a. The origin ofthe graph corresponds to the position ofthe toolbox.
b. The origin of the graph corresponds to the position of the post on the le
c. The origin of the graph corresponds to the position of the post on the ri

let a volunteer write a quadratic
function on the board or

fd

write the equation ol
down. 57-64. See margir

lies on a parabola that has its vertex at (0, 1).
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Chapter

5

62.v- -l*' *
1-z

65a. Y = 14400^

square units

10t square

un

Quadratic Equations and Functions

1; down

-I*' * 1;down
64.v- -#*'* 1; down

63. Y=

lOf

b.y=ffi*2-Sx

c.y=&r'Jh*

66a. Check studentsn work.

b.

Answers may vary.
Sample: The widths ot

v=ax2+bx+cand
'y=-ar2+bx+car
the same. As la I
increases, the widths

v=ax2+bx+cand
'y=-"r2+bx+c
decrease.
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74.What

Multiple Choice

A.

is

(-2,

the vertex of y : -2*z
B. (1, -3)
-3)

y

75. What is the y-intercept of
F.

(0,

-

G. (0,

1)

:

-

Qa

4x

- 5?D

c. (1, -11)

+

1)2

-2?

I-, I Resources
For additional practice ,.'

(-1, -3)

r. (0,

1)

r
c
r

-2)

76. What is the maximum area in square units of a rectangle with a perimeter

of

128

units?

B

D. 32
256
16x - 62 lies in which quadrant?
l.
H. ll

H

of nonzero integers have squares that are odd numbers?

B

1024
77'The vertex of the graph of y : -rz G. lll
F. tv
4.4096

!

-:- :ormat

quiz at

,r"'.i.PHSchool.com

B.

78. What percent

Web Code: a9a-0502

i

-ort

I

c.75

:

y

*z

Answers may vary. SamPle:

Y

80. Find a quadratic model

Lesson 5-1

D.100

x
v

for the values in the table.

-O.'14857x2

81x+[-:
g

i]:t?

?l

5

10

15

)n

1',7

39

54

61

6l

-f;]
[:

Exercise 74 To

limit /r3-(

--

should r.5

students
. -.-: '
value of x and elin', -3:E :-t
choices. ln this case

:-3r

11:

:'

,

7e. t21

+ 5.1714x + 16.9714

0

Solve each equation.

Lesson 4-2

FCAT Daily Practice a-:
Strategies TransPa': - : :s

need to find the ra -3

-

=

FCAT Practice, p. 29i
FCAT Strategies, p. 291

Teaching Tip

6x + 2. Explain how to identify the vertex
and two other points on the parabola. See margin.

79. Sketch the graph of

Response

Lesson 3-3

C.

B. 50

4.25
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variety of test item forrra:5

F

H. (0,

-3)

D.

I

:l

--

3l fr ol I c
82x- |I :z -rl-Lo
rl l-z

sr-tsx= __; c.r:

The
axis of
.h

3l
ol

83. Manufacturing A new^factory will require at least 40,000 ft2 of storage space.
No more than 25,000 ft2 of the space will be covered with a roof. Write a system
of inequalities to represent the constraints' Solve the sYstem-bY gil3ir,+ri.

The y-cooro

-a:{

the vedex is 3"

-

12=-7'So:ht

vertex is (3, -a
Y-intercePt is *-

x = 0or0'-

6

l2=2,So,0.2

on the Parabola'
pbint corresPont

to (0, 2) with resl
tox = 3 is (6, 2)
(6, 2) is also on t

Algebra at Hllorlc
!.

Parabola'

Landscape Architect

a aaacaaaoaaaaaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaa!aa

Landscape architects create outdoor environments for parks, office buildings,
and homes. They plan walls, staircases, pools, walkways, and plantings.
Landscape archiiects blend ideas from art, science, nature, and math in their work.
They need training in all three areas before they begin their careers. For example,
when planning a dqcorative fountain, an architect needs to predict the parabolic
path of the spray. The height and distance of the spray depend on the speed of the
water and the angle at which it exits a pipe. Basic principles of physics often help
architects. By making adiustments to a model, they can plan the effect they want.
tE

H

t-....--

turc h fu the ilET ror more information about a career

:: .......
in landscape architecture, go to www.PHSchool.com.
code:
:

Web

a9e-2032
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[1] incorrect graci'
no exPlanatic:

83. Letx = amount cr

storage sPace ana

y = amount of spac

be covered bY the n

x > 40,000
y < 25,400

